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AWARD CITATION 
1. Surname, name and middle name KUBITSKY STEPAN MIKHAILOVICH

2. Rank Major

3. Position and unit Rifle battalion commander, 680 rifle regiment,  
169 rifle “Gogachev” Red Banner division. 

is recommended for order “ALEKSANDER NEVSKY”

4. Birth year 1915

5. Nationality Ukrainian

6. Party membership VKP(b) since 1941

7. Participation in the civil war and later in 
defence of USSR, in Patriotic war

In Patriotic war continuously since June 1941 on 
Stalingrad, Western, Bruansk, Belorussian fronts.

8. Wounds and contusions Wounded lightly 15.09.1941; severely 05.12.1941; 
Lightly 18.10.1944; lightly 24.11.1944.

9. In Red Army service since continuously since 1937

10. Drafted by which induction station Genichev district military commissariat,  
Kherson region.

11. Previous awards Medal “For Stalingrad defence”, order “Red Star” 
decree South-Western front №4 on 09.11.1944;  
order “Red Star” decree 169 rifle division №043 on 
04.02.1944; order “Red Banner” decree №376 of 2 
Belorussian front on 03.08.1944.

12. Awardee’s and his family permanent 
home address

intentionally obscured 

I. Brief and specific description of the personal feat or merits

 On 07 February 1945, the enemy attacked the positions of the 1st rifle 
battalion by the force of up to one infantry battalion, supported by 12 APCs and 6 
SPGs. The attack was directed from the area of the villa Dalgers, which is 2km 
south-west of Migehnen. Comrade KUBITSKY understood the enemy's intent and 
allowed him to a close distance. At an advantageous moment, he opened fire with 
all is units weapons. The enemy counter attack choke and the enemy retreated 
suffering heavy casualties. 
 Having reinforced its combat troops, the enemy counterattacked again. 
Despite enemy’s numerical superiority by several times, comrade KUBITSKY 
properly prepared for defence and arranged for combat coordination between his 
troops and attached supporting units. The enemy thrust was successfully fended 
off. Only as killed, the enemy lost up to 150 troops. The combat objective was 
successfully achieved.  
 For initiative conduct during the battle, for persistence and precise troops 
coordination in the combat, for personal bravery and courage, he deserves state 
award – order “ALEKSANDER NEVSKY”. 

Commander of 680 rifle corps 
08 February 1945   Major  signature  /GUSEV/ 
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II. Conclusion of the superiors

He deserves order “ALEKSANDER NEVSKY”

Commander of 169 rifle “Gogachev” Red Banner division 
Major General signature /VEREVKIN/

13 February 1945

He deserves order “ALEKSANDER NEVSKY”

Commander of 40 rifle corps 
Lieutenant General  signature /KUZNETSOV/

21 February 1945

Award record 

Awarded with order “ALEKSANDER NEVSKY” by the decree # 627/n  
issued by 3 army on 27 February 1945. 

Head of the 2nd section of personnel department of 3 army 
Lt. Colonel  signature  /???/
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